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At the dawn of the Renaissance, in Tuscany, perspective was a discovery of painters. In architecture, perspective played a special role. Established as a visual culture with a coherent and organic scientific basis, perspective became a common, shared legacy of European culture. Not limited to mere representation, it has also been used to create real or illusory spaces where representation is integrated into and extends with the built one, expanding the visual perception beyond the physical boundary of the wall: Architectural Perspective.

The application in architecture, in which the perspective goes far beyond the mere representation to engage the viewer in the scene can be surveyed, compared and classified. The special issue of the NNJ is intended to promote knowledge of perspective as a general topic that still today forms the basis of Western figurative art, and as a technical culture, through a collection of research papers regarding the history, theory and application of perspective.

Topics of interest:
- Architectural Perspective: pictorial decoration as a simulation of spaces in “quadratura”, anamorphosis and stage design.
- Historical and modern perspective: techniques, equipment, applications, projective science and technology
- The circulation of ideas: manuals, treatises and geometric constructions

Submission does not guarantee publication; all submissions will be peer-reviewed before being accepted for publication. Reviews of appropriate books and exhibits are also welcome.

**Deadline for submission is 15 October 2015.**

Inquiries and Submissions should be sent to:
Michela Rossi
michela.rossi@polimi.it
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